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DESIGN


GRAPHIC DESIGN (TYPOGRAPHY)//ADVERTISING LAYOUT AND TYPOGRAPHY


FLASH (COMPUTER FILE)//FREEHAND (COMPUTER FILE)//COMPUTER ANIMATION//WEB SITES--DESIGN


COLOR IN DESIGN


GRAPHIC DESIGN (TYPOGRAPHY)


RESERVOIR FISHERIES//WATER RESERVOIRS//FISH CULTURE//CATCHING METHODS//FISHERY MANAGEMENT//CHINA

MARINE FISH//SPECIES//CHECK LISTS//FISHERY PRODUCTS//CATCHING METHODS//FISHING GROUNDS//MALAYSIA, SABAH


MARINE FISH//CHECK LISTS //PHILIPPINES


SELECTIVE BREEDING//BIODIVERSITY


MARINE MOLLUSCS//HISTOLOGY//CYTOLOGY//CRASSOSTREA GIGAS//OSTREA EDULIS//MYTILUS EDULIS//RUDITAPES PHILIPPINARUM//RUDITAPES DECUSSATUS//PECTEN MAXIMUS//PNICTADA MARGARITIFERA


LAND TENURE-DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//LAND USE-DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//INCOME DISTRIBUTION-DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//AGRICULTURAL LABORERS-DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//SEX DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN-DEVELOPING COUNTRIES


TILAPIA//GENETICS//PARTNERSHIPS//DIFFUSION OF RESEARCH


CAREERS//FISHERIES//AQUACULTURE


CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH//NATURAL RESOURCES--MANAGEMENT--CASE STUDIES//NATURAL RESOURCES--MANAGEMENT--RESEARCH//CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES--RESEARCH


FISHERIES//RESEARCH//AFRICA//INDIAN OCEAN//EEC


SELECTIVE BREEDING//AQUACULTURE TECHNIQUES//OREOCHROMIS NILOTICUS//OREOCHROMIS AUREUS//AFRICA


NATURAL RESOURCES --MANAGEMENT--RESEARCH//CONSERVATION OF

FRESHWATER FISH//GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION//ECOLOGY//TOR SORO//TOR TAMBROIDES//MALAYSIA, KENYIR L.


FRESHWATER FISH//DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES//FEEDING BEHAVIOUR//FISHERY BIOLOGY//MYSTUS NEMURUS


TRAWL NETS//STOCKS//FISHING EFFORT//BIOSELECTION//MALAYSIA


FISHERY MANAGEMENT//RESOURCE CONSERVATION//MARINE FISHERIES//EXPLOITATION//MALAYSIA


FISHERY MANAGEMENT//LAKE FISHERIES//OREOCHROMIS//MALAWI


PARASITES//PATHOLOGY//HAEMATOLOGY//HISTOPATHOLOGY//LATES CALCARIFER//CRUORICOLA LATES//MALAYSIA

BIOLOGICAL STRESS//IMMUNITY//CORTICOIDS//DISEASE RESISTANCE//CYPRINUS CARPIO//AEROMONAS HYDROPHILA


VIRUSES//SCREENING//DISEASE RESISTANCE//CYPRINUS CARPIO//PUNTIUS GONIONOTUS//PUNTIUS SCHWANENFELDII//OREOCHROMIS NILOTICA//MALAYSIA


FRESHWATER FISH//FISHERY MANAGEMENT//BIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT//POPULATION DYNAMICS//RECREATION//AMBLYRHYNCHICTHYS TRUNCATUS//THYNNICHTHYS THYNNOIDES//PUNTIUS SCHWANENFELDII//MALAYSIA, PAYA BUNGOR


VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY//FRESHWATER FISH


AQUACULTURE//FISHING TECHNOLOGY//OCEANOGRAPHY//FISHERY BIOLOGY//MALAYSIA

FRESHWATER FISH/AQUATIC ANIMALS/RESOURCE CONSERVATION/PEAT/SPECIES DIVERSITY/MALAYSIA, SELANGOR


FISHERY MANAGEMENT/ECONOMIC ANALYSIS/MALAYSIA

15864 - Inger, R.F.; Chin, P.K. 1962. The fresh-water fishes of north Borneo. Chicago, USA: Chicago Natural History Museum. 268 p. (Location code: QL1 I46 v.45)

FRESHWATER FISH/TAXONOMY/SPECIES/ECOLOGY/MALAYSIA, SABAH/MALAYSIA, BORNEO


REPRODUCTION/GONADS/OOGENESIS/SURVIVAL/ACANTHOPAGRUS LATUS


FISHERIES/TRADE/ECONOMIC ANALYSIS/FISHERY POLICY/MALAYSIA


CORAL REEFS/BIOLOGY/MALAYSIA, SABAH


MARINE CRUSTACEANS//BIODIVERSITY//IDENTIFICATION//LEPTOCHIELA//PROCAMPYLASPIS ANDAMANENSI//ELAPHOGNATHAI KORACHAENSISERAPUS//WILDUSRAPROTELLA ALTATRIX//CALAPPLE//TRAPEZIA PLANA//ANDAMAN SEA//THAILAND


SHRIMP CULTURE//WATER PURIFICATION//DISINFECTION//MALAYSIA


AGRICULTURE--RESEARCH//UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES//AGRICULTURAL INNOVATIONS


LAKES//ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS//PRIMARY PRODUCTION//SECONDARY PRODUCTION//DEGRADATION//LAKE FISHERIES//MALAYSIA, TASEK BERA


TRADE//FISHERY PRODUCTS//FISHERY INDUSTRY//ECONOMIC ANALYSIS //MALAYSIA

15873  -  1997. Survey and analysis of aquaculture development research priorities and capacities in Asia. FAO Fisheries
Circular (930): 263 p. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Fisheries Department Network of Aquaculture Centres in Asia–Pacific. (Location code: SH1 F36 #930)

AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT//RESEARCH //ASIA


FISHING//CATCH/EFFORT //MALAYSIA


FISHING GEAR//CATCHING METHODS//MALAYSIA


MARINE FISH//CHECK LISTS//IDENTIFICATION//DISTRIBUTION//OMAN

15877 - Nyman, L. (ed.) 1999. River Jhelum, Kashmir Valley: impacts on the aquatic environment. Sweden: SWEDMAR, The International Consultancy Group of the National Board of Fisheries. 198 p. 91-972770-1-0. (Location code: QH541.5 V3N95)

AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT//ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT//FRESHWATER FISH//ZOOBENTHOS//SAMPLING//HYDROELECTRIC POWER//WATER PROPERTIES //INDIA, KASHMIR VALLEY, RIVER JHELUM


FISHERY MANAGEMENT//COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT//FISHERY RESOURCES//DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//WORLDFISH CONTRIB. NO.1696

FISHERY MANAGEMENT//RESOURCE CONSERVATION//FISHERY REGULATIONS //MALAYSIA


FISH CULTURE//LARVAL DEVELOPMENT//SPAWNING//REPRODUCTION//EPINEPHELUS SUILLUS


MARINE RESOURCES//RESOURCE SURVEYS//CORAL REEFS//SEA GRASS//MANGROVES//TROPICS//COASTAL FISHERIES


TUNA FISHERIES//FISHING GEAR//MALAYSIA


MARINE ENVIRONMENT//FISHERY MANAGEMENT//ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT


ICLARM--DIRECTORIES

RURAL HOUSING//SMALL FARMS//ROLE OF WOMEN//INCOME//DIVERSIFICATION//SOCIOECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT//BOTSWANA


OYSTER CULTURE//SEED PRODUCTION//CRASSOSTREA IREDALEI//MALAYSIA


TILAPIA//AMMONIA//TOXICITY TOLERANCE//CULTURE//LATES CALCARIFER


FISHERY INDUSTRY//FOOD AVAILABILITY//MALAYSIA


CORAL//MALAYSIA


CLAM FISHERIES//SOLEN//MALAYSIA, SARAWAK


FISH CULTURE//FLOATING CAGES//FRY//SEED (AQUACULTURE)//MALAYSIA

fourth prawn resource survey off the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia, 1987. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia: Department of Fisheries Malaysia. 44 p. (Location code: SH307 M3A28 #88)

SHRIMP FISHERIES//RESOURCE SURVEYS//MALAYSIA


BACTERIAL DISEASES//SHRIMP CULTURE//LARVAE//MALAYSIA


FISHERIES//ECONOMIC ANALYSIS//MALAYSIA


FISH PONDS//FISH CULTURE//ECONOMIC ANALYSIS//BANGLADESH


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY--LAW AND LEGISLATION--MALAYSIA//COMPUTER CRIMES--LAW AND LEGISLATION--MALAYSIA//COPYRIGHT--MALAYSIA


FISHING NETS//MALAYSIA


PARASITIC DISEASES//FRESHWATER FISH
15899 - Nik Haiha, N.Y.; Sufian, M. Pengenalan kepada mutu air untuk akuakultur = Introduction to water quality for aquaculture. Perikanan 2010 (1): 72 p. (Location code: SH154 H34)

AQUACULTURE//WATER QUALITY//FISH DISEASES//QUARANTINE REGULATIONS


FISH CULTURE//PRAWN CULTURE//ARTEMIA//MALAYSIA


TANKS//POND CULTURE//AQUACULTURE ENTERPRISES//OREOCHROMIS NILOTICUS//MALAYSIA


CAGE CULTURE//AQUACULTURE ENTERPRISES//OREOCHROMIS NILOTICUS //MALAYSIA


CAGE CULTURE //EPINEPHALUS TAUVINA//LATES CALCIFER//OREOCHROMIS //LEPTOBARBUS HOEVENII//MALAYSIA

PRAWN CULTURE//MALAYSIA


RICE FIELDS//RICE FIELD AQUACULTURE//ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT //BARBODES GONIONOTUS//OREOCHROMIS NILOTICUS//CYPRINUS CARPIO//TRICHOGASTER PECTORALIS//VIETNAM, MEKONG DELTA


FISH//CHECK LISTS//WATER BODIES//PHILIPPINES


FOOD SECURITY//HUMAN NUTRITION//POVERTY//BIOTECHNOLOGY//POLICIES//SUSTAINABILITY //ASIA-PACIFIC


AQUACULTURE//FISHERIES//LIVING RESOURCES//LEGISLATION//MEKONG R.//THAILAND//LAO PDR//CAMBODIA

15909 - 2003. Report of the 2002 joint meeting of the CRFM Large Pelagic Fisheries Working Group (CRFM LPWG), the CRFM Reef and Slope Fisheries Working Group (CRFM RSWG), and the CRFM Small Coastal Pelagic Fisheries Working Group (CRFM SCPWG)

CATCH/EFFORT//FISHING EFFORT//PELAGIC FISHERIES//REEF FISHERIES//DATA COLLECTIONS//CARICOM


FISHERIES//FISHERY MANAGEMENT//AQUACULTURE//RESOURCE AVAILABILITY//FISHERY DEVELOPMENT//FISHING RIGHTS//ANIMAL DISEASES


FOOD SUPPLY--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//FOOD SECURITY--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//FOOD RELIEF--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//DEVELOPING COUNTRIES--POPULATION POLICY


FOOD SUPPLY--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//FOOD SECURITY--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//FOOD RELIEF--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//DEVELOPING COUNTRIES--POPULATION POLICY


FOOD SUPPLY--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//FOOD SECURITY--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//FOOD RELIEF--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES//DEVELOPING COUNTRIES--POPULATION POLICY


GIS//REMOTE SENSING//PREDICTION//FISHERY SCIENCES//FISHERY MANAGEMENT


INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY//SCIENCE--DATABASES--ACCESS CONTROL//RESEARCH--INFORMATION SERVICES//COMMUNICATION IN SCIENCE//DATABASE MANAGEMENT


TRANSLOCATION//MACQUARIA AMBIGUA//MACCULLOCHIELLA PEELII//ATIOMACQUARIA NOVEMACULEATA//AUSTRALIA, WEST